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The effect of hydrogen on the kinetics of solid phase epitaxy �SPE� have been studied in buried
amorphous Si layers. The crystallization rate of the front amorphous/crystalline �a/c� interface is
monitored with time resolved reflectivity. Secondary ion mass spectrometry �SIMS� is used to
examine H implanted profiles at selected stages of the anneals. The H retardation of the SPE rate is
determined up to a H concentration of 2.3�1020 cm−3 where the SPE rate decreases by 80%.
Numerical simulations are performed to model the H diffusion, the moving a/c interfaces and the
refinement of the H profile at these interfaces. Despite the high H concentration involved, a simple
Fickian diffusion model results in good agreement with the SIMS data. The segregation coefficient
is estimated to be 0.07 at 575 °C. A significant fraction of the H escapes from the a-Si layer during
SPE especially once the two a/c interfaces meet which is signified by the lack of H-related voids
after a subsequent high temperature anneal. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3465547�

I. INTRODUCTION

Solid phase epitaxy �SPE� is an important step in device
fabrication where a high activation of implanted dopants on a
low thermal budget can be achieved.1 SPE is the reordering
of atoms in the amorphous phase onto an underlying crystal-
line template, layer by layer and has an Arrhenius depen-
dence with an activation energy of 2.7 eV and a pre-
exponential factor of 4.64�106 m/s.2 Dopants at
concentrations up to their solid solubility limit tend to en-
hance the SPE rate.3,4 Conversely, the presence of nondoping
impurities in the amorphous phase, such as hydrogen, result
in SPE retardation.2,5–7 Hydrogen is often present during SPE
anneals of surface a-Si layers as it readily infiltrates from the
surface oxide or ambient. Cluster implantation of decaborane
�B10H14�

8 or dopant-hydride plasma doping9 also result in
the presence of H in the amorphous layer. Hydrogen has
been observed to reduce the SPE rate by as much as 50%
�Ref. 10� and also affects the dopant-enhanced SPE rate.7,11

H infiltration has also been observed during vacuum anneals
where the concentration can reach 1�1019 cm−2.12 When a
dopant is present, such as in the formation of shallow junc-
tions, the infiltration is enhanced due to dopant-enhanced H
diffusion.13,14

Intrinsic H-free SPE rates have been measured in both
4 �m thick surface a-Si layers2 and buried a-Si layers.4,15 In
the latter case, the c-Si capping layer prevents significant
concentrations of H from reaching the buried a-Si layer. The
behavior of implanted H in such a layer has not been studied
until now. It might be expected that a very high H concen-
tration would result at the location where the two interfaces
meet after SPE. This may then yield an alternative ion cut
approach to produce silicon-on-insulator wafers at low H

concentrations.16–19 Ion cut requires a high fluence implanta-
tion, typically mid-1016 H cm−2, and delamination occurs at
a band of H-related voids formed after a high temperature
anneal. In H implanted a-Si, H-related nanoscale inhomoge-
neities also form when the H concentration exceeds
1021 H cm−3.20,21 There is evidence that voids formed in a-Si
can be incorporated into the crystal lattice during
crystallization.22,23 Acco et al. have observed a high density
of microcracks and blisters after a 500 °C anneal of a-Si
containing a high concentration of H.24 However, the total
injected H fluence required for this to occur was 3.16
�1018 cm−2 which is about two orders of magnitude greater
than that required by the ion cut process where H is im-
planted into c-Si. It should also be mentioned that nanocavi-
ties formed in c-Si which is subsequently amorphized do not
retain these structures.25

Here, H is shown to be confined between the two mov-
ing a/c interfaces in a buried a-Si layer. The profile becomes
box like while the peak concentration increases. At the same
time, a portion of the H diffuses across the a/c interface and
is partly trapped at end of range �EOR� defects. As a conse-
quence, the H concentration does not exceed its as-implanted
peak concentration and void structures are not incorporated
into the crystalline matrix. Nevertheless, this study shows
that the diffusion parameters that Roth et al. measured for
the low concentration regime, �3�1019 cm−3, also ad-
equately represent the diffusion behavior at H concentrations
�1�1020 cm−3. Their model is further refined to describe
the SPE dependence on H for these high concentrations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Buried a-Si layers were formed in �100�-oriented p-type,
B doped Si wafers with a resistivity of 1–10 � cm by the
implantation of Si �600 keV, 6�1014 cm−2, −10 °C� and Sia�Electronic mail: johnsonb@unimelb.edu.au.
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�2.0 MeV, 4�1015 cm−2, −10 °C�. The buried layer was
�2.0 �m thick and was covered by a �0.27 �m thick cap-
ping layer of c-Si as determined by Rutherford backscatter-
ing spectrometry. An additional buried a-Si layer was im-
planted with H at 180 keV to a fluence of 1�1016 cm−2 at
room temperature. The projected range of the H implant is
�1.68 �m. This implant as well as the a/c interfaces are
shown in Fig. 1. There is excellent agreement between the
secondary ion mass spectrometry �SIMS� data and the Monte
Carlo SRIM �Ref. 26� simulation of the implant.

The SPE rates were determined in air using a time-
resolved reflectivity �TRR� system using a 632.8 nm HeNe
laser.15 The samples were held on a resistively heated
vacuum chuck and annealed at temperatures in the range of
520–640 °C. Selected samples underwent partial anneals so
that the time evolution of the H profile could be studied. In
transforming the reflectivity versus time data to interface po-
sition versus depth the refractive index data of Jellison et al.
was used for c-Si and the values quoted by Olson et al.10

were used for a-Si. More detailed information about the TRR
set-up and analysis of TRR data can be found in Ref. 15.

Secondary ion mass spectroscopy was used to measure
the H distributions in the as-implanted and post-anneal
samples. This was performed on a Cameca IMS Wf Depth
Profiler, at Material Analytical Services, California �Ref. 27�
using a 250 eV Cs ion beam at an angle of 58° to the sample
surface. The baseline sensitivity for these measurements was
�2�1018 H cm−3.

To establish if H concentrations produced by refinement
during SPE were sufficient to induce void formation, crystal-
lized samples were examined using cross-sectional transmis-
sion electron microscopy �XTEM� on a Philips CM300 op-
erating at 300 kV. Before XTEM a 1 h furnace anneal at
850 °C in an Ar ambient was performed. This anneal is part
of the standard ion cut process.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2�a� shows the change in reflectivity of intrinsic
and H implanted buried a-Si layers during an anneal at
575 °C. Each cycle of the reflectivity trace corresponds to

78 nm of a/c interface movement. It is clear from this plot
that the H severely retards the SPE rate and that the time
required for the front a/c interface to move 78 nm increases
with increasing annealing time. The corresponding front a/c
interface velocity versus depth for the two samples are
shown in Fig. 2�b�. These curves were obtained by matching
the measured reflectivity versus time data to the theoretical
reflectivity versus depth data. Initially, SPE rates in both
samples increase due to the planarisation of the a/c
interface.10 The intrinsic SPE rate becomes relatively con-
stant and agrees well with the rate determined with an acti-
vation energy of 2.7 eV �dotted line�.6 As the front interface
meets the back interface at 1.05 �m the SPE rate becomes
irregular. After the initial increase, the SPE rate in the H
implanted sample exhibits increasing retardation due to the
increasing concentration of H at the a/c interface as it be-
comes segregated there. By the end of the anneal the SPE
rate has dropped to �24% of the intrinsic velocity, meeting
the back a/c interface at 1.2 �m. The greater range of mo-
tion of the front a/c interface in the H-implanted sample
arises because the back a/c interface motion is retarded ear-
lier by the proximity to the H-implant profile allowing the
front a/c interface to crystallize more than half of the original
layer thickness. In the intrinsic sample the interfaces meet in

FIG. 1. �Color online� Monte Carlo simulation of 180 keV H implant into Si
using SRIM �Ref. 26�. The crystalline regions are shaded. The H background
level of the SIMS is also indicated �dashed line�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� TRR reflectivity trace and �b� corresponding SPE
rates for intrinsic �red� and H implanted �black� buried a-Si layers annealed
at 575 °C. The expected intrinsic rate calculated using an activation energy
of 2.7 eV is also indicated �dotted line�. The arrows indicate the times of the
partial anneals used to form the H profiles shown in Fig. 3.
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the middle of the original a-Si layer at 1.1 �m. Both veloc-
ity profiles show a small dip toward the end of the anneal
which is much more prominent in the intrinsic H-free layer.
This is most likely a result of the two interfaces meeting.

Figure 3 shows the SIMS data of the H-implanted
sample after partial anneals at 575 °C for 400, 2550, and
5000 s. The as-implanted H profile is shown for comparison
on each panel. We have also modeled the evolution of the H
profile by numerically solving the diffusion equation with a
finite difference algorithm. The results of the simulations are
overlaid in Fig. 3. In this model, the H diffusion activation
energy and pre-exponential factor were taken to be 2.70 eV
and 2.2�104 cm2 s−1, respectively. These values were pre-
viously found to be valid for H implanted a-Si at concentra-
tions of H�3�1019 cm−3.5 Segregation of the H was sim-
ply approximated as a reflection of the H profile about the
interfaces and the segregation coefficient, k, was assumed to

be zero, that is, no H is incorporated into the crystal lattice.
The velocity of the SPE rate was determined iteratively at
each time step in order to take into account the effect of
H-retardation. This aspect of the model will be discussed
further below with reference to Fig. 5.

Figure 3�a� shows the H-profile after a 400 s anneal.
There has already been considerable diffusion of the H with
an expected diffusion length of 0.56 �m. Due to its proxim-
ity to the back a/c interface the H has reached there first and
has been strongly refined by the advancing interface. The
interface is expected to be atomically flat and so too is the
segregated H edge. There is SIMS broadening of about 60
nm caused by ion mixing and surface roughening due to ion
sputtering. There is considerable H trapping occurring at the
defect band that arises at the original position of the back
interface. This is in contrast to intrinsic buried a-Si layers
where much less H becomes trapped at this depth.28 In the
near-surface region, it appears that the implanted H has not
yet reached the front a/c interface. However, according to the
model �3�1018 H cm−3 is segregated to the a-Si side of the
front interface. If H has indeed reached the interface then this
is evidence that H has not been fully segregated there �k
�0�. After this point a marked decrease in the SPE rate is
observed as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2. H from the
surface has also infiltrated the near surface c-Si region.

Figure 3�b� shows the H-profile at 2550 s. Here, the front
a/c interface is at a depth of �0.88 �m while the back in-
terface is at �1.68 �m. The peak H concentration is �1
�1020 H cm−3. The H is now strongly refined at both inter-
faces and has a box-shaped profile. There is also clear evi-
dence of H trapping at the defect band associated with the
original position of the front a/c interface at a depth of
�0.2 �m. After 5400 s, as shown in Fig. 3�c�, the front and
back a/c interfaces are at depths of �1.15 �m and
�1.41 �m, respectively. The H concentration in the amor-
phous layer is �2.3�1020 H cm−3. After this point the peak
H concentration is expected to increase asymptotically. How-
ever, no such H-related defects indicative of high H concen-
trations are observed after the anneal as discussed below.

The loss of the H from the a-Si layer and the H trapping
at the two defect bands is summarized in Table I. The as-

FIG. 3. �Color online� SIMS measurements of the H profiles in the buried
a-Si layer samples after anneals at 575 °C for �a� 400, �b� 2550, and �c�
5400 s. The as-implanted profile is also shown in each panel �black curve�.
Simulated H profiles are overlaid for comparison �blue dashed curve�.

FIG. 4. �Color online� The peak H concentration as a function of SPE
anneal time at 575 °C. The data points are taken from the SIMS data in Fig.
3 and compared to the simulated trend.
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implanted buried a-Si layer begins with an areal density of
9.3�1015 H cm−2. After 5400 s about 40% of the implanted
H has been lost from the a-Si layer. The rate of loss is sur-
prisingly linear, with an average rate of �		−7.0
�1011 H cm−2 s−1. The rate of H trapping at the shallow and
deep defect bands is somewhat less than this, averaging a
total of �		3.6�1011 H cm−2 s−1. This is despite the H
trapping at the shallow band having a contribution from H
infiltrating from the surface. Hence, the two defect bands are
not 100% efficient at trapping H with about 20% lost to the
ambient or crystalline substrate. The efficiency of trapping
may vary as the anneal progresses but to determine this more
detailed experimentation is needed. The segregation coeffi-
cient can be estimated by considering the amount of H lost
from the a-Si layer divided by the amount of H at the moving
a/c interfaces and by taking into account how far the inter-
faces have moved. This yields a value of k	0.07. This value
is similar to the segregation coefficient of F which is another
SPE rate retarding impurity.29 Although it should be men-
tioned that the mechanism by which F segregates is quite
different to the H case.30 The loss of H from the a-Si layer in
these stages of the anneal cannot account for the lack of
H-related defects in the annealed sample. We suggest that the
reduction in H trapping sites in the diminishing a-Si layer in
the final stages of the anneal causes the H to escape at a
much greater rate than observed in the earlier part of the
anneal. The formation of H-related voids may also require
more time to coalesce.

Figure 4 illustrates the decrease in the H peak concen-
tration due to H diffusion followed by its increase due to H
refinement at the a/c interfaces during the SPE anneal. The
data is taken from the SIMS profiles in Fig. 3 which show
fair agreement with the peak concentration calculated by the
model. After the initial rapid decrease due to diffusion there
is a kink in the trend calculated with the model which coin-
cides with the commencement of H segregation at the front
interface. After a minimum is reached the peak H concentra-
tion rapidly increases due to the H refinement by both a/c
interfaces. Both the data and the calculation show this trend.
However, it appears that the peak H concentration has not
actually increased to a concentration that would result in
H-related defects ��1021 H cm−3�32 since these defects are
not observed after the SPE anneal �discussed below�. It
might then be expected that most of the H is lost from the
a-Si layer during the very final stages of the anneal. This may
be due to the decrease in H trapping sites in this region as the
a-Si layer decreases in thickness.

Figure 5 shows the effect of H on the SPE rate. Our

results determined from Figs. 2 and 3 are compared to the
data of Olson and Roth.6 Our data extends the concentration
range over which the H-retarded SPE rate has been measured
by a factor of three and shows that there is a continuous
decrease in the SPE rate with increasing H concentration.
Olson and Roth originally modeled their H-retardation data
using two linear fits which are accurate in the low H concen-
tration regime. The first linear fit is for concentrations less
than 2.5�1019 cm−3, where there is a rapid decrease in the
SPE rate with increasing H concentration. The other fit de-
scribes a regime where the rate of decrease is much more
gradual. It has been proposed that this behaviour is due to the
saturation of dangling bonds at the a/c interface.31 The sec-
ond fit overestimates the SPE retardation for H concentra-
tions between 5–26�1019 cm−3. We have chosen an expo-
nential function to capture both the low and high
concentration characteristics of the SPE retardation. It has
the form, a exp�−H /b�+c where a=0.82
0.02, b
= �4.7
0.2��1019 H cm−3, and c=1−a. This equation was
used in the simulations to calculate the position of the a/c
interfaces and hence the H profiles shown in Fig. 3. The SPE
rate from Fig. 2 is shown in the inset with the simulated
velocity profiles. Calculations using both the linear and the
exponential fits are compared. The transition from one linear
fit to the other is quite clear and manifests as a kink in the
velocity profile at a depth of about 0.5 �m. For the linear fit,
once the H concentration becomes high the velocity de-
creases to zero at 1.21 �m and the front and back interfaces
do not meet. The exponential dependence of the SPE rate on
H concentration results in a velocity profile which more ac-
curately models observation. However, the front and back a/c
interfaces meet each other at a slightly deeper position of
1.32 �m.

Figure 6 presents a XTEM zone axis bright field �ZABF�
image of a H implanted sample after an SPE anneal at
560 °C for 3 h followed by an 850 °C anneal for one hour
to induce any potential hydrogen blistering. The surface is
indicated with the top left arrow. The inset shows the se-

TABLE I. Areal density of H in the a-Si layer and at the shallow and deep
defect bands extracted from the SIMS data.

tAnneal

�s�
H in a-Si

��1015 cm−2�
H in shallow band

��1015 cm−2�
H in deep band
��1015 cm−2�

Total
��1015 cm−2�

0 9.3 0 0 9.3
400 8.5 ¯ 0.3 ¯

2550 7.5 0.7 0.4 8.6
5400 5.3 1.5 0.5 7.3

FIG. 5. �Color online� Dependence of the SPE rate on hydrogen concentra-
tions, contrasting this work with the earlier data of Roth et al.5 The solid line
is a fit to the data with an exponential curve. The dashed lines are linear
trends to Roth data. The inset shows the H-retarded SPE rate data from Fig.
2�b� as well as the simulated SPE rates using both the linear fits �blue
dashed-dotted curve� and the exponential fit �pink dashed curve�.
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lected area diffraction pattern �SADP� that was used to de-
termine the �400� direction as indicated. A range of defects
have formed during sample processing. First, a band of de-
fects have formed at the original a/c interfaces. The back
band is most obvious and is labeled EOR defects. Such de-
fects usually consist of dislocation type defects after a high
temperature anneal. They are also often found in surface a-Si
layers where they are a source of interstitials that cause tran-
sient enhanced diffusion of implanted dopants which is a
limiting factor in the scaling down of device sizes.33 A clam-
shell or zipper �Z� defect is present at �1.3 �m where the
two interfaces meet and is due to the misalignment of the
two crystal seeds before crystallization and the extra intersti-
tials implanted into the amorphous layer.34 In this image, two
hairpin �HP� dislocations are clearly seen between the zipper
and the back EOR defects. These defects are a result of stak-
ing faults and are usually associated with a less abrupt a/c
interface for higher energy Si implants.35 The high density of
defects between the original front interface and the zipper
defects may be a result of the original a/c interface rough-
ness. They do not appear to act as strong traps of H. These
defects are also present in samples that have not been im-
planted with H �Ref. 36� and do not affect the SPE rate.
Small, possibly HP precursor defects are seen around the
location of the near surface a/c interface indicated by “d.” As
mentioned above, no H-related voids were observed in this
sample or a sample that had only undergone the SPE anneal
�not shown�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The kinetics of SPE in the presence of H has been stud-
ied in detail. The dependence of the H concentration at the
a/c interface has been determined using a combination of
time resolved reflectivity and secondary ion mass spectros-
copy for H concentrations considerably greater than those in
previous measurements. A continuous decrease with increas-
ing H concentration up to the maximum of �2.3
�1020 cm−3 was observed. Although H is strongly segre-

gated to the amorphous phase during SPE, H is continually
lost from the a-Si layer throughout the anneal, entering the
crystalline phase where it diffuses rapidly. A component of
this H is trapped at the defect bands that develop at the
original a/c interface positions. The escape of H limits the
amount of H that can be refined within the collapsing a-Si
layer and hence no H-related voids are formed in the crys-
talline lattice. A model was developed to describe H diffu-
sion, H retarded SPE, and H segregation simultaneously. The
model showed fair agreement with both the SPE rate and the
H profile after partial anneals. The H segregation coefficient
at 575 °C was estimated to be k	0.07. We are currently
developing a model to describe the segregation coefficient of
H in surface a-Si layers.37
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